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The paintings of the Lithgow Zig-Zag below and on our cover are by Conrad Martens, a Sydney artist who originally painted
for Fitzroy and Charles Darwin, during the voyage of The Beagle. They are in his characteristic style, with a dark foreground
with a human figure looking out into a brighter distant scene. He hardly ever painted any other way and taught this style to his
students. On The Beagle, where he replaced Augustus Earle, he was required to paint in an eidetic manner– he was in essence
the ship’s photographer. Upon settling in Sydney, he let his imagination run away with him to some extent. This can be seen
from the exaggerated steepness of the track of the Zig Zag in the cover painting. Both paintings were done in about 1873, a
little before the time of Albert Isaacs’ article in this issue, and five years before Martens’ death.
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Trams and the Commissioner in Deep Water
“Floods in suburbs—tram service suspended”. Material supplied by Ross Willson, additional text by
Geoff Lambert

F

OLLOWING TORRENTIAL
rains during Thursday night [insert

date] , a huge volume of water from
a wide catchment area flowed into the
Manly lagoon yesterday morning, and,
being unable to escape into the ocean owing to the narrowness of the channel outlet,
spread over the surrounding low-lying
country, completely submerging the Manly
golf links, and finding its way into about
30 houses. The crops of vegetables in Chinese gardens were ruined, and damage was
done to furniture and household effects in
other houses.
The waters are stated to have reached a
higher level than for many years, and tram
traffic between Manly and Brookvale was
completely suspended, owing to the waters
flowing three-feet deep across the lagoon
bridge on the tram line from Manly to
Brookvale. Four electric tramcars on the
way in from Brookvale yesterday afternoon were brought to a standstill on the
bridge, and remained there throughout the
night with the lights on.
Trams were run from Manly to the depot,
where motor vehicles were waiting to carry
passengers via Queenscliff to places north
of Harbord and Brookvale. Additional
buses were put on yesterday afternoon to
cope with the crowds of city workers
homeward bound. [the gradient profiles on
page 4 can explain how the Brookvale and
Narrabeen lines could be so badly affected
by storm surges or floods. Perusal of the
profiles for the Earlwood area does not
offer such an easy explanation.]
On Monday evening 6 July, 1931, the
Manly tramway system was thrown into
chaos due to the worst gale to hit Sydney
since 1889. As conditions deteriorated
during the day advice was received that the
last Manly ferry would leave Circular
Quay at 6.35 p.m. returning from Manly at
7.15 p.m. Such ferry cancellations threw a
heavy load onto The Spit-Manly tramway
as well as the North Sydney system tram
route between The Spit and Cremorne
Wharf which connected with the Sydney
Harbour Ferries Ltd. service to and from
Circular Quay.

had just taken a heavy battering while
crossing the exposed waters opposite the
entrance to Sydney Harbour. To assist the
expected increase in passengers at The Spit
an extra motor bus was then ordered from
the White Transit Company.
Meanwhile, a combination of driving rain
and minor flooding including the area
around the Curl Curl Lagoon bridge had
taken its toll of seven of the 23 trams attached to Manly Depot with 1099, 1101,
1109, 1110, 1251, 1265 and 1331 being
defective by 4.10 p.m. primarily due to
water damaged motors. The P.M. peak
hour service required 15 trams but another
six cars 1090, 1102, 1108, 1214, 1273 and
1343 became defective between 4.30 and
6.00 p.m. leaving only ten trams in service.
At the same time patronage on The SpitManly service was swelled by an influx of
ferry passengers seeking alternative
transport. However, only six trams were
available to maintain the service running as
two coupled sets and two single cars. The
four remaining serviceable cars provided a
reduced service to Narrabeen and Harbord
from Manly with seven trips comprising
three to Dee Why, three to Narrabeen and
one to Harbord cancelled.
By 5.00 p.m. passenger transfers across
The Spit bridge were taking place in blinding rain and a fierce gale which had
reached its peak. While inspectors tried to
direct passengers into the two White
Transit buses operating between the south
side terminus across the bridge to the north
-side terminus, some passengers instead
were more interested by instinct in seeking
shelter from the elements.

The access road from the northern bridge
approach down to the former punt ramp
was in such poor condition that after 5.30
p.m. the buses operated direct from the
south side of The Spit to Manly instead of
providing a shuttle service across the Spit
Bridge. To complicate matters further, the
route telephone system could not be used
to co-ordinate operations as the phone
system was alive". By this time another
three buses had been obtained from the
White Transit Company by the Tramway
Department to boast the direct emergency
service between the south side of The Spit
and Manly to relieve the depleted tram
service. Subsequently, these were joined
by another two buses from Mr. Cook of
Manly at 6.50 p.m. and one from Mr. H.
Bottle at 6.57 p.m.
In spite of all the problems passenger traffic had been cleared from The Spit by 7.20
p.m. with a total of eight buses assisting
the following trams despatched from The
Spit for Manly between 4.43 and 7.50 p.m.

4:43 1103

5:00 1102-1108 coupled

5:20 1334

5:49 816

5:50 1208-1096 coupled

6:10 1346

6:28 1105-l090 coupled

6:35 1334

6:43 816

6:50 1208-1096 coupled

7:05 1346
Transport Commissioner S. A. Maddocks,
who resided at Manly arrived at The Spit
by 6.45 p.m. and the next day commented
favourably on the performance of the tram

To avoid tram passengers having to cross
the unprotected and exposed walkway
across the opening span of The Spit bridge,
a bus was obtained at 3.00 p.m. from the
Flat Rock Depot of the White Transit
Company, Willoughy to operate between
the North Sydney and Manly tram termini
at The Spit. Unfortunately, the Manly ferry
service ceased at 4.30 p.m. soon after the
start of the P.M. peak hour as one vessel
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crews under trying circumstances. In correspondence to Chief Traffic Manager C. N.
Neale he claimed that no officers were
present but it then emerged that the Inspector on the Manly side had discarded his
uniform cap for a more appropriate "souwester" rain hat in the conditions and consequently was not recognised by the Commissioner. This exchange of memorandum
may well have been one of the catalysts in
what is believed to have developed into a
poor working relationship between the two
men that no doubt played a part in the
ultimate end of the Commissioner's career
in sensational circumstances five years
later.
Almost two years later, emergency arrangements to cover situations such as
those of 6 July were developed and released as a handbill. Similar arrangements
for the A.M. peak hour were subsequently
issued on 21 June, 1937. These provided
for increased tram services between
Wynyard and The Spit, Cremorne Wharf
and The Spit and between The Spit and
Manly with additional Inspectorial supervision. In the interim period, the opening of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge assisted in
making the arrangements less cumbersome
while the availability of Government buses
after December 1932 removed the need to
hire vehicles from private companies if
required.
The major cause of tramcar defects during
the cyclone of 6 July, 1931, was the North
Manly or Curl Curl Lagoon bridge. The
tramway crossing was situated parallel to
and upstream from the road traffic bridge
and consisted of two wooden trestle structures, one crossing an opening 47 feet wide
while the northernmost span crossed a 60
feet wide channel. The tramway crossed
both structures on gauntlet or interlaced
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track. When minor flooding occurred,·
drivers were instructed not to cross the
bridge or approaches when water reached
a depth of 6 inches over the tracks.
In 1919, a new bridge had been planned
by Warringah Shire Council and during
March the following year Dr. J. J. C.
Bradfield advised that a single 70 feet
opening would be sufficient on any new
bridge instead of the two existing channels, providing the low southern approach
was raised onto a causeway. By July
1924, a 56 feet wide concrete bridge was
estimated· to cost £9,600 with an additional £4,690 for relocating the tram
tracks onto the new roadway and raising
the low approach road on the southern
side. Two months later Manly Council
decided to delay action pending clarification of any effect the new Main Roads
Bill would have on the project.
Subsequently, on 26 August, 1935, Manly
Council called a meeting to revive the

project but the Deputy Transport Minister
refused to attend. Some weeks previously,
an engineering report received by_ the
tramway authorities stated that the trestle
bridges carrying the tram tracks were
sound enough for another twenty years
use.
Prior to this in June 1933, emergency
arrangements were issued for implementation when floods prevented trams crossing the bridge. They provided for a local
tram service between Manly and the south
side of the obstruction. Government buses
(3 off-peak and 6 during peak hours)
manned by tram conductors would operate between Manly Wharf and Brookvale
avoiding the flooding by crossing the
lagoon by the bridge near the ocean
beach. The buses connected ·at Brookvale
with trams isolated by the flooding which
were to be used to operate a service between Brookvale and Narrabeen.
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New South Wales Railways: 21 years after the first train
left Sydney
Albert Isaacs

I

t has been commented on in
The Times in the past that
TTs often turn up in unexpected places. Some years ago,
Victor Isaacs wrote an article
for The Times in which he discussed TTs appearing in the
various Government Gazettes.
This article includes illustrations of the whole of a Public
Timetable as it appeared in the
NSW Government Gazette for
Wednesday, 9th August 1876.
This was purchased by me, in a
second-hand bookshop, about
six years ago.

NSW’s first railway, from Sydney (the original Redfern station, just on the Down side of
present-day Central) to Parramatta Junction (a little on the
Down side of today’s Granville)
was opened on 26th September
1855. Then, on 5th April 1857,
the line from Newcastle to
Maitland (now Victoria Street
station) was opened. Because of
the difficult terrain between
Sydney and Newcastle, NSW’s
two major cities were not linked
by through rail until as late as
1889. Therefore, this PTT co-

vers all lines out of Sydney in
1876; that is: the Great Southern
Line as far as Bowning; the
Great Western Line as far as
Bathurst; and the Richmond
branch. Obviously, the greatest
number of trains ran on the only suburban line to Parramatta.
The issuance of this PTT coincided with the extension of the
line to Bowning. Bathurst
opened on 4th April 1876, some
four months earlier.
For readers of The Times, the
accompanying TTs should
speak for themselves and, therefore, I will make only a few
comments; namely:
There were more suburban
trains on Saturday than on MonFri.
Note the number of Funeral
Trains to the stations on the
Mortuary branch, on each day
of the week.
There were only six suburban
trains on Sundays; one third of
them going to the Mortuary
branch.

Five Dock railway station is not
included on the actual TTs although a footnote shows that the
large number of trains marked
with a dagger do actually stop
there. Five Dock is now Croydon and, according to Wikipedia (web address #1 below) it
underwent its name-change in
the same month as this PTT was
issued.
The few non-suburban trains
that venture past Parramatta to
Liverpool and Campbelltown
are the first of many future suburban trains terminating at these
places.
The footnote that horses and
vehicles MAY be carried by
passenger trains is intriguing.
Were special stock cars always
carried? How much time was
lost in putting horses on trains?
There doesn’t seem to be much
time built into the table for this
purpose.
The purchase of this TT is yet
another reminder that there are
still some interesting things to
be had out there. All one has to
do is look in the right places.

Web addresses
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Croydon_railway_station,_Sydney
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Take the train and the bus to Santa’s Village
By Joulupukki

I

T HAS LONG BEEN A PRACTICE

of wags to speculate on the timetable
used by Santa Claus to ensure on time
delivery of all of those toys across the
globe—for instance this:

There are 2 billion children (persons under
18) in the world, but since Santa doesn't
(appear to) handle the Muslim, Hindu,
Jewish and Buddhist children, that reduces
the workload to 15% of the total - 378
million. At an average rate of 3.5 children
per household, that's 91.8 million homes.
One presumes there's at least one good
child in each. Santa has 31 hours of Christmas to work with, thanks to the different
time zones and the rotation of the earth,
assuming he travels east to west (which
seems logical). This works out to 822.6
visits per second. This is to say that for
each Christian household with good children, Santa has 1millisecond to park, hop
out of the sleigh, jump down the chimney,
fill the stockings, distribute the remaining
presents under the tree, eat whatever
snacks have been left, get back up the
chimney, get back into the sleigh and move
on to the next house. Assuming that each
of these 91.8 million stops are evenly distributed around the earth (which, of course,
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we know to be false but for the purposes of
our calculations we will accept), we are
now talking about .78 miles per household,
a total trip of 75-1/2 million miles, not
counting stops to do what most of us must
do at least once every 31 hours, plus feeding etc. This means that Santa's sleigh is
moving at 650 miles per second. A conventional reindeer can run, tops, 15 miles
per hour.
An extract from Santa’s Working Timetable for my home town street in 1955 is
shown below. The times are given in North
Pole Time, where all meridians of longitude converge and all times occur simultaneously. Thus they are also always in the
local time for the delivery point. Times are
given to the nearest ten microseconds.
The payload on the sleigh adds another
interesting element. Assuming that each
child gets nothing more than a mediumsized Lego set or a lump of coal (2
pounds), the sleigh is carrying 321,300
tons, not counting Santa, who is invariably
described as overweight. On land, conventional reindeer can pull no more than 300
pounds. Even granting that "flying reindeer" could pull 10 times the normal
amount, we cannot do the job with eight,

or even nine. We need 214,200 reindeer. This increases the payload - not
even counting the weight of the sleigh to 353,430 tons. Again, for comparison
- this is four times the weight of the
QEII. 353,000 tons traveling at 650
miles per second creates enormous air
resistance - this will heat the reindeer
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up in the same fashion as the Space Shuttle re-entering the earth's atmosphere.
The lead pair of reindeer will absorb 14.3
quintillion joules of energy per second.
In short, they will burst into flame almost
instantaneously, exposing the reindeer
behind them, and create deafening sonic
booms in their wake. The entire reindeer
team will be vaporized within 4.26 thousandths of a second. Santa, meanwhile,
will be subjected to inertial forces 17,500
times greater than gravity. A 250-pound
Santa (which seems ludicrously slim)
would be pinned to the back of his sleigh
by 4,315,015 pounds of force.
Ahem. Per haps we could tr y something a bit more—err—”down to Earth”?
Let’s try to see whether one of those
good children could make the trip in
reverse to visit Santa and collect her
present there, rather than subjecting Santa to immolation by hooning around the
planet on a delivery run.

It is a little known fact that Santa does not
actually live at the North Pole as the fairy
tales would have us believe, but in the
village of Rovaniemi in northeastern Finland, right on the Arctic Circle, rather than
exactly at the North Pole. Guess what?—
Santa lives on a bus route, #8 and this bus
stops at his front door.
Our little girl’s first problem—providing
that she can find her way to Helsinki—is
to get to Rovaniemi. This is a cinch. She
travels by VR train. Here “VR” stands not
for “Victorian Railways”, but for V RYhtymä or “ VR Group” - that is to say
Finland’s “private”, but state-owned, railway.
The Finnish railway network consists of a
total of 5,919 km of railways built with
1,524 mm (5 ft.) Russian gauge track.
Passenger trains serve all the major cities
and many rural areas, though railway connections are available to fewer places than
bus connections. Most passenger train

services originate or terminate at Helsinki
Central railway station, and a large proportion of the passenger rail network radiates
out of Helsinki. VR also operates freight
services.
Timetables, maintenance and construction
of the railway network itself are the responsibility of the Finnish Rail Administration, which is a part of the Finnish
Transport Agency (Liikennevirasto). The
network is divided in six areal centres, that
manage the use and maintenance of the
routes in cooperation. Cargo yards and
large stations may have their own signalling systems. Rovaniemi is in the far
northeast.
Current VR timetables in the traditional
form favoured by fuddy-duddy timetable
collectors—i.e. pdf or (preferably) paper—no longer seem to exist. There are
not even the graphical timetables so readily available in other Scandinavian railway
systems. VR has, instead, a Trip Planner
which enables one to find a particular train
on a particular day, between particular
points. Thus this is not a timetable system
for the armchair-bound student, but for a
passenger with their wits about them.
In this system, an overnight, car-carrier,
sleeper train, #265, caught the eye of our
little girl. The timetable for it appears at
bottom left. Alas! This train does not run
on Christmas Eve, which seems to negate
the whole point of her logistics exercise.
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It is an interesting train nevertheless and
one of three which appear to serve
Rovaniemi. All arrivals are in time for
breakfast- open sandwiches, often buttered,
with savoury toppings such as hard cheese
or cold cuts. In my experience, it would
not be unusual to take a swig or five of
Koskenkorva Viina—a potent Finnish vodka. Presumably our Santa-seeking girl
would not be prone to this.
Rovaniemi has an extensive bus network.
The bus to Santa’s village is the Route 8, a
commercial timetable for which appears on
our page 12. This is a somewhat tarted-up
English version of the more prosaic regular
timetable (below), which is generally referred to as “Railway Station to Arctic
Circle” - itself a somewhat intriguing destination. Neither “Santa’s Village” nor
“Santa Park” (the distinction is unclear to
me) get much of a mention in the standard
bus timetable, but the asterisks refer readers to this (translation): V isit our Santa
Park. Santa Park is open 11/21/2015 01/09/2016. This is clearly for little Ameri-

can girls, given the date format. Santa Park
is a decidedly commercial amusement park
directed at the American tourist trade. The
English language timetables seems to have
been produced by the Amusement Park
itself, or by the Rovaniemi tourist people.
The fare structures appear to be very flat
but, as one expects in Scandinavia, very

expensive.
I wonder, however, how many good little
boys and girls make such a trip. American
tourists almost certainly jet in to the surprisingly busy airport, which is only 5
minutes away from the village. Finnair, for
one flies A320s about 6 times per day from
Helsinki, with a flight time of about 80
minutes. Air France flies three times per
day, Air Tyrol twice a day, Koppa Air,
JAL and Iberia each fly once per day. Norwegian Air has a regular flight from London (Gatwick). There is some code sharing mixed up in these flights.
That beats the train and bus, doesn’t it? Doesn’t it???
After a hectic visit by massed brats, Santa
will deserve his rest and a hefty swig of
Koskenkorva Viina.

Endnote: By the most astonishing of
coincidences, a day after writing the above
story, my wife and I were dining in our
motel in American River on Kangaroo
Island. We were served by a young Finnish
waiter, who confirmed the essentials of the
story as I had written it. Amazingly, she
had—that very morning—made a decision
not to return to Finland to join her cousin
where both were to be employed as elves
at the Santa Village over the Christmas
period. She was quite astonished, however,
to be told that it was impossible to travel to
Rovaniemi by train on Christmas Eve.
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Two Timetables – Which Wins?
James T Wells

O

F ENDURING INTEREST to
yours truly is not just the information contained in timetables
as a guide to transport operations but
also their formatting.

Are they easy to read? Are there items
that might cause confusion?
Let’s look at two current rail timetables
from the same part of the world. First,
Amtrak’s North East Corridor timetable (Boston – Washington), or schedule as the Americans like to call it. Second Canada’s Via for a similar corridor
not far away – Montreal to Toronto.
One suggestion I would make to the
Amtrak designers and that is to review
how am/pm is displayed. Via use the
24 hour system. Why, even Sydney
trains now use this so surely it’s time
for Amtrak to fall into line.
It would really help to lighten off or
make smaller the a’s and p’s that follow all times in the table. Maybe only
the first entry in each column needs an
am/pm symbol with the symbol then
being used for the first entry down the
column that follows midday or midnight.
But the a’s and p’s aren’t really needed
at all because the timetable emboldens
all pm times anyway, a common practice.
A check on the timetable as a whole
indicates that weekend services are
somewhat different to weekday ones.
There is some overlap but it might be
better to have the timetable in two
quite distinct sections.

Most trains have all or most services so
a case could be made to show On
Board services on an exception basis.
Given that on board services depend
on train “name” which is clearly shown
at the top of each column maybe
there’s no need for the symbols at all.
Station symbols are limited, thank
goodness. The airport and bus/coach
ones are obvious, the

There has been a rule in Canada for a
long time that these kinds of documents must be bi-lingual, i.e. in both
English and French. French is the normal day to day language of the Quebecois. Only limited French is used in
this timetable, e.g. Days/Jours. The
duplicated heading, the left hand one
in English, may have something to do
with page numbering.
I have never seen this done before for
days of operation, i.e. the use of light
shading for days of non running:

Means that a Quick Trak self service
ticketing kiosk is available.
Also limited are symbols in the times
columns. L means “Stops to receive
and discharge passengers; train may
leave before time shown.” This is a bit
strange, why else would the train stop
if not to do ‘coaching’ business, to use
an old fashioned term? How much
earlier than the time shown should the
passengers to be ‘received’ allow for the
possibility of an early departure?
A minor suggestion would be to indent
the New Haven to Springfield station
list to indicate that this is a branch line.
The use of down arrows is to be commended.

It’s pretty clear that 1-5 is Monday to
Friday but care is needed as some people, particularly those of a religious
bent, expect Sunday to be no 1. The
timetable legend, not shown here, does
make it quite clear that 1 is Monday.
The timetable rows use alternate shadowing to help the eye move across the
page. More selective use of shadowing
might be preferable, e.g. to highlight
times at major stations.

One small point for foreigners. They
are easily confused by the American
practice of expressing dates with
month first. Use Sep 7 rather than 9/7
in the ‘will also/not operate’ rows.

The timetable has only two symbols
needing decoding except the obvious
references to provinces after station
names. Presumably information about
reservation requirements and on board
services is available elsewhere.

The On-board service row has up to six
symbols in columns. It would be preferable to spread these out over two
rows., e.g.

New York is a key station on the route;
on each through service well over half
the train is likely to ‘turn over’. Greater
emphasis could be given to this station
by having a gap between arrival and
departure times. If emboldening wasn’t being used for pm times all NY
times could be emboldened.

The services shown are worthy of comment. No train stops at Gananoque. so
why is it shown? The services via Ottawa take much longer than the direct
ones. The advantage of including them
is that the full service from Kingston to
Toronto is shown but not in timetable
order at Kingston.

Somewhat summarised these mean:
All Reserved
Business class available
Snacks
Quite car
Checked baggage
Wi Fi
So the symbols are good.

All in all a good effort by Amtrak. The
timetable is easy to read both on line
and in printed form.

A little weird is the showing of train
69’s extension to Aldershot. This might
be better done by footnote as it gives
the impression that this is the only
service from Toronto to Aldershot. Not
so, specially when one allows for GORAIL which runs a high frequency service between the two stations.
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Now to Via’s Montreal – Toronto
Timetable.
One thing is immediately apparent and
that is that the font for the footnotes is
far too small. We have shown them
blown up as well.
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